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Executive Summary

Since the onset of the pandemic, Walmart stores have been the source of coronavirus outbreaks, causing fear, illness, and death among employees and their families. Despite the vaccine rollout, COVID-19 continues to spread in Walmart workplaces, and the company’s poor response to the pandemic has led to sudden store closures, staffing shortages, and other operational risks— as well as reputational harm and lawsuits. Walmart’s hourly associates are among the greatest assets the company has in the fight against COVID-19, as they possess an on-the-ground insight into how the pandemic is impacting operations, sales, customer service, and employees. **A Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council that advises the Walmart Board of Directors would ensure that company policies and practices are designed and implemented in a manner that best reduces the spread of COVID-19 (and future pandemics) throughout Walmart stores and distribution centers.**
Addressing Walmart’s pandemic response is an urgent matter for shareholders because:

- A recent report finds that there have likely been over 125,000 cases of COVID-19 and over 2,200 deaths among Walmart associates. The same report found that if Walmart had an adequate paid sick time policy in place before the pandemic hit, 8,000 fewer associates would have become sick with COVID-19 and 133 associate lives could have been saved.
- Black and Latinx people throughout the U.S. have been disproportionately impacted by COVID-19, with higher rates of cases, hospitalization, and death. Walmart does not disclose the impact of COVID-19 on associates; however, Walmart is the largest U.S. corporate employer of Black and Latinx people, and Walmart executives and managers are disproportionately white (and male).
- The Harris Poll ranked Walmart’s reputation 85 out of the top 100 most visible companies in the U.S., including ranking in the bottom 10 in terms of whether Walmart is “a good company to work for.”

To respond effectively to the pandemic, the Walmart Board of Directors needs - and does not currently have - direct, open feedback loops with associates on the frontlines. As many business experts have written, bringing the voice of hourly employees into the boardroom is an essential element of successfully navigating this and future pandemics.

A Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council that advises the Walmart Board of Directors could curb the spread of COVID-19 (or future pandemics) throughout Walmart stores and distribution centers while reducing operational and reputational risk. For example, dialogue with the Board and Walmart associates through the Council could:

- Enable the Board to make better decisions as a result of having real-time, unfiltered information on whether company policies (e.g., mask mandates, social distancing procedures) are being implemented, and are effective.
- Provide for improved health outcomes and associate retention with increased access and clarifications to Walmart’s paid sick leave policy, thereby ensuring that associates no longer feel compelled to come to work when they feel sick.
- Support Walmart’s commitment to racial justice by examining and addressing health and safety outcomes for associates of color.

There are very few costs associated with forming a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council, and myriad benefits. If adopted, this proposal could lead to improved employee health outcomes, retention and productivity, build goodwill among associates and customers, and enable the Board to better protect Walmart from further operational problems, legal risks, and reputational harms related to the COVID-19 pandemic, or future pandemics.

We are not asking for authority to vote your proxy and no proxy cards will be accepted.
Please vote your proxy in accordance with the instructions on Walmart’s proxy card.
For these reasons, we urge shareholders to support Proposal 7 on Walmart’s proxy statement.

Context

COVID-19 continues to devastate the country

To date, there have been over 560,000 deaths from COVID-19 in the United States, and more than 31 million cases. Even with millions of people vaccinated, the daily number of cases in the US is still over 70,000. There are currently over 45,000 people hospitalized due to COVID-19, and over 850 people are dying from it each day. While vaccinations give reason for optimism, the daily toll remains significant, and COVID-19 variants that are emerging around the world and the likelihood of future pandemics remain serious concerns.

Workplaces, especially retail and grocery, have been a significant source of transmission

Approximately one in five workers are being exposed to COVID-19 monthly and one in ten are being exposed weekly. For example, early in the pandemic, 12% of cases in Utah were from workplace outbreaks, and 13% of those workplace outbreaks were in retail settings, with people of color being disproportionately impacted. In a study in Boston, grocery store workers were 20 times more likely to have COVID-19 than the general population and those interfacing with customers were five times more likely to have it than their colleagues who did not interface with customers.

A recent national survey revealed that nearly 30% of workers “do not feel safe and protected from contracting coronavirus at their current workplace.” The survey findings called out the retail industry in particular as “lagging behind the norm,” with 45% of retail workers feeling like “management is doing the minimum required to keep workers healthy and safe.”

Walmart stores have been sources of outbreaks, causing fear, illness, and death among employees; Walmart has responded slowly and without transparency

Walmart is the largest corporate employer in the country, with 1.5 million employees. Most of those employees are hourly associates and about half of them work part-time.

Because Walmart has not released data about employee COVID-19 cases or workplace outbreaks, there is not a complete public understanding of the impact COVID-19 has had on Walmart and on the communities it serves. It is certain, though, that Walmart associates, their families, and their customers have been exposed in the workplace, become ill, and died and that they continue to be at risk. For example:
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A recent report from Human Impact Partners finds that there have likely been over 125,000 cases of COVID-19 and over 2,200 deaths among Walmart associates. They also find that “If Walmart had an adequate paid sick time policy in place before the pandemic hit, 8,000 fewer associates would have become sick with COVID-19 and 133 associate lives could have been saved.”

On December 21, 2020, 14 different Walmart stores in San Diego had concurrent outbreak investigations.

Two Walmart stores in Massachusetts (Worcester and Quincy) were ordered closed due to outbreaks that resulted in at least 90 COVID-19 cases among Walmart associates and at least one death.

In late April 2020, a store in Aurora, Colorado, was closed by order of the local health department after an outbreak involving at least 14 cases was identified. That outbreak led to two deaths of people working at the store and the death of an employee’s family member.

Through Feb 21, 2021 OSHA had received 305 worker complaints from Walmart associates relating to COVID-19 safety concerns. For example, an associate in New Jersey filed a complaint with OSHA on May 4, 2020 which cited a troubling lack of cleaning: “After these two employees were diagnosed with COVID-19, Walmart did not close the store or any departments to do extra cleaning to make sure the store was safe for employees or the public. The second of these two employees work in the deli and hot bar. Walmart did not even close the deli and hot bar for cleaning. Business just continued as usual. There is an announcement over the store speaker system that tells customers that Walmart has a ‘cleaning team.’ This is misleading. There is no special cleaning team. Instead, Walmart grabs a few employees and has them wipe down surfaces during their shift. Often, there is only one employee wiping down surfaces during a shift because we have been so understaffed.”

Walmart claims that it “quickly put in place new guidelines, policies, and procedures designed to protect associates and customers that were aligned with the recommendations of public health officials.” Walmart took more than seven weeks - a huge amount of time when confronting a pandemic - from when the CDC urged employers to plan for social distancing to announce limits on the number of customers permitted in stores.

According to Walmart, “[W]e created and specially trained a new role designed for the purpose of reminding customers and members about applicable safety standards as they enter the store or club.” However, data from Harvard and University of California, San Francisco show that 26% of Walmart employees “reported that customers only sometimes, rarely, or never wear masks,” 47% said they were “only able to practice 6’ social distancing sometimes, rarely, or never,” and 17% reported both “low customer masking and limited ability to socially distance.” By comparison, at Costco only 5% of employees say that customers fail to wear masks.
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Our 2020 survey of more than 1,500 Walmart associates nationwide, conducted in early May, found that, in the previous month, only 9% were always able to maintain at least six feet distance from other people while at work. Furthermore, it found that only 2 in 5 associates reported trusting Walmart to keep them, their coworkers, and customers safe during the COVID-19 pandemic. Associates report lack of protective equipment and cleaning, as well as insufficient time to clean, and they report that many stores are not conducting enhanced overnight cleaning.

More recently, Walmart associates have told us that they have been asking for N95a masks, based on new research showing that they are more protective. They are asking for financial incentives to get vaccines and for Walmart management to ask states to prioritize essential workers for vaccination. Associates continue to ask Walmart to better enforce mask policies, especially in states that recently lifted restrictions, to ensure that customers wear masks in the stores. Again, Walmart management has been slow to respond to the latest research and events.

**Walmart’s poor response to the pandemic has led to store closures, staffing shortages, reputational harm, and lawsuits, all of which pose material financial risk**

Numerous local media stories have documented temporary Walmart store closures due to COVID-19 across the country. These closures inevitably must impact Walmart’s bottom line.

Walmart conceded that 10% of its workforce - about 150,000 people - was on leave due to the pandemic. The company recently had to hire an additional 200,000 people, presumably to address the shortage and the surge in sales. Employee turnover of this magnitude has significant costs, including the costs of hiring and training new staff and the reduced productivity of new staff.

Walmart has also faced significant negative press from the media and scrutiny from government officials due to its failure to respond effectively to COVID-19. For example, The Wall Street Journal published an article detailing the deaths of several Walmart staff and OSHA’s investigations into them, and the Attorneys General of eleven states and the District of Columbia made a public statement about the need for Walmart to strengthen its worker health and safety protections. Online news searches for “Covid outbreak Walmart” produce hundreds of hits.

Walmart’s poor response has led to wrongful death, whistleblower, and other lawsuits that could result in both financial loss and further reputational harm.
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Walmart this year scored 85th reputationally out of the top 100 most visible companies in the US, including ranking in the bottom 10 in terms of culture (defined as “Is this a good company to work for?”). The 2020 ranking included a second set of survey results from June 2020, during the pandemic. Walmart’s already poor ranking worsened compared to 2019, possibly indicating that Walmart’s response to the crisis is viewed as inadequate.

Walmart does not have the nimble decision making and direct, open feedback loops with those on the frontlines that responding to the pandemic requires

In Demonstrating Corporate Purpose In The Time Of Coronavirus, McKinsey states that, “Companies will define what they do in the crucible of COVID-19 response—or be defined by it.” It goes on to say, “Decisions made during this crisis will likewise shape a corporation’s identity and tell a story that will leave traces long after COVID-19 has been quelled.” McKinsey outlines a set of principles to guide executives and Boards, including:

- “Listen carefully to stakeholders that are well placed to inform you. Among grocers, for example, the needs of employees, customers, and service to broader society often stand front and center.”
- “Involve your employees in the solution.”
- “Stay nimble as situations change, which they certainly will. Adapt to changing conditions and new information rather than returning to a static playbook.”

By these standards, Walmart’s leadership has failed in its pandemic response.

Walmart management has poor mechanisms for soliciting feedback and ideas from associates

Sam Walton, Walmart’s founder, said, “The folks on the front lines—the ones who actually talk to the customer—are the only ones who really know what’s going on out there. You’d better find out what they know.” Yet, the gaps, inconsistencies, and failures of Walmart’s pandemic response illustrate deficiencies in Walmart’s internal communication and feedback mechanisms.

Associates have previously reported that those mechanisms are not effective, citing “breakdowns in delivering feedback,” lack of anonymity, not feeling that they have whistleblower protections, local management’s fear of more senior managers, and pressure from local management to provide positive feedback. For these reasons, presumably, associates are going to OSHA with their complaints about managers not adhering to company policy, internal controls, and broader guidance.

The OSHA logs include numerous COVID-related complaints from Walmart associates about:

- Lack of social distancing
- Lack of PPE
- Lack of cleaning/sanitizing after confirmed COVID-19 cases
- Associates continuing to work after testing positive
- Managers not allowing employees to wear face masks
- Customers not being required to wear masks
- Not being informed that fellow associates have COVID-19
- Lack of daily temperature or health checks.
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The press has reported many similar concerns. Most concerning, associates are going to the press with complaints about retaliation for voicing COVID-19 related concerns.

**Walmart’s Board has little relevant frontline retail experience**

The biographies of Walmart’s Board members indicate little relevant retail experience, except for those who have had positions at Walmart. None of the Board members’ proxy statement biographies include, for example, experience managing a retail store or working a retail job. Furthermore, independent directors have no formal mechanisms to engage directly with frontline associates; interactions are all mediated by layers of middle and senior management. Without such experience and mechanisms, it is likely that the Board is lacking information as it makes critical decisions.

**Existing processes to protect employee health and safety and for employees to report issues fall short**

While the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and others responsible for protecting worker health and safety at the federal, state, and local levels have issued guidance, a number of authors - including those at the Century Foundation, The Wall Street Journal, and The Washington Post - have opined that OSHA lacks the resources to inspect and enforce workplaces during COVID-19 and has therefore failed to protect workers.

As described above, Walmart’s internal processes have failed to protect associates as well, with high level management disconnected from associates and the issues they face.

Fear resulting from the sense of a lack of whistleblower protection is an additional barrier to associates sharing feedback about health and safety related issues with management. As the University of California, Los Angeles, and the University of California, Berkeley Labor Centers write, “Workplace and public health standards are impossible to enforce when workers lack information and fear speaking out. Frontline workers are less likely to make complaints if they are scared of retaliation, confused or frustrated by reporting protocols, or otherwise discouraged from speaking up.”

**Bringing the voice of hourly employees into the boardroom is an essential element of successfully navigating this and future pandemics**

Government agencies and academics have long recognized the crucial role workers and worker voice play in protecting worker health and safety.

In its Guidance for Businesses and Employers Responding to Coronavirus Disease, the Centers for Disease Control and Preparedness (CDC) recommends that employers simply, “Talk with your employees about planned changes and seek their input. Additionally, collaborate with employees and unions to effectively communicate important COVID-19 information.”

In its 2016 Recommended Practices for Safety and Health Programs, OSHA states:

To be effective, any safety and health program needs the meaningful participation of workers and their representatives. Workers have much to gain from a successful program, and the most to lose if the program fails. They also often know the most about potential hazards associated with their jobs. Successful programs tap into this knowledge base.

In an effective safety and health program, all workers…
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• Have opportunities to participate in all phases of program design and implementation.
• Do not experience retaliation when they raise safety and health concerns; report injuries, illnesses, and hazards; participate in the program; or exercise safety and health rights.

While a professor at Harvard Law School, Sharon Block, the current White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs associate administrator, wrote:

[W]orkers have unique insights into the health and safety risks they face on the job and thus are well-positioned to help identify health threats…[W]orkers also have unique insights into how to make their jobs safer. Workers, that is, are well-positioned to identify solutions. As a result, worker representation can deliver concrete benefits not only for workers themselves but also for companies and the public… [W]orkers—particularly during a public health crisis in which their lives are at risk from their jobs—deserve a voice in shaping the safety and health rules meant to protect them. By giving workers a voice, we can ensure that the pandemic response happens with them and not to them.

In a national survey, 84% of employers reported that they involved employees in developing their COVID-19 safety plan, asking “for suggestions or feedback when creating policies and procedures.” The survey found that, “Although policies and procedures are essential to mitigating the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace, excluding workers from the creation of these policies can lead to a lack of agency for those workers, keeping their unique perspectives from the process of identifying specific needs and solutions.”

The on-the-ground experience of Walmart’s frontline associates must reach Walmart’s Board of Directors in order to ensure that directors have adequate knowledge to assess how well Walmart’s pandemic policies, and the implementation of these policies, are working to maintain the health and safety of employees, their families, and customers alike, while mitigating investor risk.

Creating a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council to advise the Board could reduce spread of COVID-19 through Walmart stores and protect the company from further financial risk and reputational harm

The Board hearing directly from frontline, hourly associates could achieve positive health and safety outcomes in a number of ways and thereby reduce reputational, legal, and financial risk, while building goodwill among associates and customers alike.

The spread of COVID-19 and of future pandemics among associates, their families, and customers could be reduced through focused communication between the Board and hourly, frontline associates through the Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council suggested in the Proposal. Such a Council might advise the Board on how to effectively enforce social distancing and mask usage among customers, or on how increased access and clarifications to Walmart’s paid sick leave policy could ensure that associates no longer feel compelled to come to work when they feel sick.
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More broadly, dialogue with Walmart employees through the Council would enable the Board to make better decisions as a result of having real-time, unfiltered information on whether company policies (e.g., mask mandates, social distancing procedures) are being implemented and are effective. Because associates communicate widely with one another (e.g., on social media), the Council could bring data about specific issues at specific stores, as well as about trends and cross-store concerns. Last, the Council could work with the Board to strengthen whistle-blower protections to ensure that managers do not cut corners on health and safety measures.

According to Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, the 2021 winner of the US News and World Report Law Firm of the Year Award for its corporate law practice, 47 “In this [pandemic] circumstance, boards of directors should exercise their core oversight and risk management responsibility to assure that management is looking around the corners to assess short- and long-term risks, as well as opportunities; taking appropriate action to assure business continuity and to activate contingency plans; and communicating appropriately.” (emphasis added) A Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council would help the Walmart Board of Directors carry out these crucial responsibilities.

A Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council would help bridge the divide between over 1 million hourly associates at Walmart and their managers.

A recent national survey of U.S. employers and employees 49 revealed a large gap between how workers perceive corporate health and safety measures during COVID-19 compared to how managers do.

- 37% of workers versus 19% of managers feel that “Worker health and safety often takes a back seat to profits”;  
- 32% of workers versus 14% of managers feel that “Management does the minimum required to keep workers healthy and safe”; and  
- 31% of workers versus 17% of managers feel that “Employees and management don’t see eye-to-eye on the best measures for health and safety.”

Frontline workers having a voice has resulted in stronger adherence to health and safety measures

Through a survey of essential workers, 50 Columbia University researchers found that, “adjusting for other factors, union members [workers with a “voice on the job”] are more likely than nonmembers to report always using PPE at work; to be certain they would receive compensation for taking a day off from work for a fever; to receive PPE, disinfecting, or sanitizing resources from their employers; and to get tested for COVID-19.” They conclude that:
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[O]ur findings about the union difference in many COVID-related job practices and outcomes underscore the importance of giving workers a formal and legally protected voice in workplace decisions about safety and health. Policymakers must create means of providing voice to workers who are outside the labor movement, as well as removing the substantial legal impediments to existing unions. Frontline workers are experiencing a great deal of risk and concern about their well-being, and therefore they ought to have a central role in setting and monitoring the standards implemented by their employers and local, state, and federal regulatory agencies. There are many forms this kind of worker representation could take: for instance, joint management-worker safety and health committees, workplace health and safety monitors, or regional or sectoral wage and safety boards. (emphasis added)

We believe that health and safety benefits would not only accrue to Walmart, but to customers as well. A study of nursing homes, for example, found that in those with unionized workforces (i.e., where worker voice was greater), there was a “30 percent relative decrease in the COVID-19 mortality rate compared with facilities without these unions.” Unionized facilities had more PPE - N95 respirators and eye shields, in particular, and had lower rates of infection, both of which the authors hypothesize as reasons for the lower mortality rate.

The costs and risks of a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council are far outweighed by the benefits

The costs of a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council, which amount to paid time off for a small number of associates to participate, are negligible compared to Walmart’s overall expenses. The risks are also negligible, as the Walmart Board of Directors retains final decision making authority as well as the ability to disband the council when the pandemic is over. The potential benefits - in terms of worker and customer health and safety, demonstrating a commitment to racial justice, reduced reputational risk, and increased consumer confidence - tremendously outweigh any costs and risks.

Creating a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council to advise the Board would support Walmart’s commitment to racial justice

Walmart leadership has recently committed itself to advancing racial justice, including pledging $100 million to build a center on racial equity. For a number of reasons, including lower income and wealth, lower rates of health insurance, and discrimination, Black and Latinx people have been disproportionately impacted by COVID-19, with higher rates of cases, hospitalization, and death.

Forty-four percent of Walmart associates are people of color, which is significantly higher than the proportion of people of color in management or on the Walmart Board. This relative lack of diversity at the management and Board levels - and the lack of adequate lines of communication between frontline associates and senior management described above - means that the voices of associates of color are not adequately represented at higher levels. This could impact the spread of COVID-19 among Walmart associates of color and in communities of color, as the concerns associates of color have may differ from the concerns of white associates.

African American and Hispanic workers across sectors, for example, are “are more likely to report experiencing retaliation by managers for raising concerns about the coronavirus: Hispanics are 2x more likely to say have been discouraged from reporting illness (28% vs 13% overall) and both Hispanics and Black Americans are disproportionately more likely to say they fear negative, personal impact if they were to report on safety issues in the workplace.”
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A Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council is a mechanism to elevate the voices of associates of color, and to show concretely that Walmart is truly committed to racial justice when it comes to COVID-19, future pandemics, and more broadly.

**Conclusion**

Through a variety of mechanisms, a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council that advises the Walmart Board of Directors would ensure associates are heard during the pandemic, could ensure policies and practices reflect their experiences and needs, and could lead to a decrease in COVID-19 spread among associates and customers and an increase in worker productivity and retention.
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20. Participants were recruited via ads on social media targeted to self-identified Walmart employees and asking them to share their experiences through an online survey conducted by United for Respect. Data was collected May 1 - 8, 2020. In total, 1,582 Walmart associates fully completed the survey and their experiences are represented in this report. Responses came from all 50 states. Limitations include recruitment bias – associates had to use and be willing to respond to surveys on social media - and self-selection - individuals chose whether or not to respond and complete the survey. All participation was voluntary, and participants received no compensation for their participation. All information is self-reported and could not be independently verified. (hereinafter, “UFR Survey, May 2020”)
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52. Note, while United for Respect does not seek unionization or collective bargaining, these studies show the positive health impacts of giving workers a voice -- impacts that could similarly be felt through other mechanisms, such as the creation of a Pandemic Workforce Advisory Council.
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